Approved Ethics & Society Certificate Electives
Spring 2018

NOTE: This list supersedes previous approval lists. If you would like to make your case for a Special Topics or Study Abroad course, email the Director, Geoffrey Harpham, with a syllabus and your defense for why said course should fulfill an Ethics & Society Certificate requirement. Courses from Duke University must carry an EI in order to be eligible for approval.

Philosophical Ethics

ECON 361 / PHIL 246 / POLSCI 331
Prisoner's Dilemma and Distributive Justice
EDUC 101
Social and Philosophical Foundations of Education
EDUC 101S
Social and Philosophical Foundations of Education
ETHICS 111S
The Examined Life
ETHICS 253S
Pursuit of Purpose: Exploring What to Be and Why
ETHICS 260S
Happiness and the Virtuous Life
ETHICS 269 / NEUROSCI 267 / PHIL 353 / PSY 278
Neuroethics
ETHICS 270 / ICS 271 / PHIL 270
Business Ethics: The Debate Over Corporate Social Responsibility
ETHICS 315S
Ethics and Philosophy of Sport
GLHLTH 241 / ICS 282 / PHIL 281
Global Bioethics
GLHLTH 345S
Organized Compassion: Global Health as Moral Enterprise
PHIL 163D
Ethics for Robertson Scholars
PHIL 205
World Philosophy
PHIL 207
Political and Social Philosophy
PHIL 216
Problems in Ethical Theory
PHIL 335
Moral Psychology
POLSCI 175D
Introduction to Political Philosophy
PUBPOL 283
Ethics in an Unjust World
PUBPOL 302D
Policy Choice as Value Conflict
SOCIOL 180
Society, the Self, and the Natural World
SOCIOL 222
Punishment and Society

Cross-Cultural Ethical Traditions

AAAS 246 / LSGS 316 / SOCIOL 215
Sociology of Racism in America
AAAS 420S / PSY 435S
The Role of Race and Culture on Development
AMES 126S
Understanding the Qu'ran
AMES 178S / ICS 105S / RELIGION 180S
Migration and Human Rights in Korea: Local and Global Perspectives
AMES 286S / ICS 389S / RELIGION 328S
Buddhism and Sexuality
ARTS&SCI 380 / CULANTH 203 / EDUC 239 / LIT 380 / POLSCI 371 / SOCIOL 339
Marxism and Society
CULANTH 104D / ICS 113D / PUBPOL 162D
Introduction to Human Rights: Gateway for the Human Rights Certificate
CULANTH 205 / LINGUIST 205
The Law and Language
CULANTH 216S / ETHICS 262S / ICS 244S
Global Migration and Ethics
CULANTH 234S / EDUC 234S
Anthropology and Education
CULANTH 399 / ICS 399 / PUBPOL 223 / RUSSIAN 399
Global Russia
EDUC 277S / ETHICS 277S / GLHLTH 277S / PUBPOL 274S / RUSSIAN 277S
Medical Ethics, Aging, and End of Life Care in the US
ETHICS 301S / ICS 317S / POLSCI 341S / PUBPOL 311S
Business and Human Rights Advocacy Lab
GLHLTH 101
Fundamentals of Global Health
GLHLTH 210 / ICS 397 / PUBPOL 330
Global Health Ethics: Interdisciplinary Perspectives
GSF 366
Nature, Culture, and Gender
HUMANDEV 224 / PSY 235 / SOCIOL 224
Human Development
HUMANDEV 260 / PSY 236 / SOCIOL 260
Psychosocial Aspects of Human Development
LIT 332 / POLSCI 313 / SOCIOL 323
Social Movements in Age of Globalization
POLSCI 237
Religion and Foreign Policy
RELIGION 101
Introduction to Religious Studies
RELIGION 151
Christian Theological Debates in their Historical and Cultural Contexts
SOCIOL 226
The Challenges of Development
ARTHIST 336 / RELIGION 260 / VMS 336
Pilgrimage and Tourism
HISTORY 314S / LSGS 314S
US Latin@ Histories
ARTS&SCI 204D / HISTORY 266D / ICS 204D / ROMST 204D
Soccer Politics

Ethics in Historical Perspective

AAAS 214 / HISTORY 208 / POLSCI 221
South Africa: Past and Future
AAAS 232 / EDUC 220 / SOCIOL 202
Race, Power, and Identity: From Ali to Kaepernick
AAAS 233S / DOCST 276S / GSF 226S / HISTORY 360S
Writing American Politics
Islamic Civilization I

CLST 278S / ETHICS 276S / HISTORY 233S / POLSCI 278S
Roman Political Thought and Its Modern Legacy

CLST 322
The Historical Jesus

CULANTH 367S / ICS 460S / LSGS 412S / SPANISH 412S
Mayas, Aztecs, and Incas: The World According to the Indigenous People of Latin America

ECON 270 / ETHICS 271 / POLSCI 252 / PUBPOL 249
Life Within Capitalism: A History of its Values, Measures and Struggles

ECON 305 / HISTORY 305 / ICS 305
History of International Financial and Monetary Crises

EDUC 303S / PUBPOL 340S
De/Re/Segregation in Education: A Case of Back to the Future?

ENERGY 364 / ENVIRON 366 / GERMAN 364 / HISTORY 250
Green Germany: World Leader in Environmental Policy

ENVIRON 212 / PUBPOL 275
United States Environmental Policy

AMI 290S.03 / GSF 290S.01 / LIT 290S.01
Sex on Screen

HISTORY 251 / ISC 253 / JEWISHST 251 / RELIGION 340
Jewish History, 1492 to the Present

HISTORY 253
Dante's Divine Comedy: Hell, Purgatory and Paradise

HISTORY 260 / MEDREN 287
Magic, Religion, and Science since 1400

HISTORY 344 / PUBPOL 344
History of U.S. Social Movements

HISTORY 470S
Capstone Seminar: Leadership in American History

JEWISHST 145 / RELIGION 145
The Old Testament/Hebrew Bible

RELIGION 324
Zen Buddhism: A Survey from Its Origins to the Present Day

SOCIOL 265
Drug Use and Abuse: Getting High in the United States

HISTORY 272 / PUBPOL 345
Genocide and Human Rights

HISTORY 273S / SPANISH 431S
The Spanish Civil War: History, Literature, and Popular Culture
HISTORY 277 / RUSSION 325
Tolstoy and the Russian Experience
HISTORY 297 / JEWISHST 342 / POLSCI 262 / RELIGION 342
The Holocaust
HISTORY 342
The Making of Modern America: The United States from 1898 to 1945
HISTORY 463S / MEDREN 432S
Capstone Seminar: Medieval Communities
POLSCI 246 / PUBPOL 247
American Constitutional Development and Interpretation II: Individual Rights

Ethics in Literature and Arts

AAAS 325S / MUSIC 337S
Introduction to Hip-Hop Production
AAAS 390S.01 / ENGLISH 390S-7.06 / LIT 390S.01 / SOCIOL 390S.01
Global Lockdown - Prison Literature
AMES 218 / AMI 272 / CULANTH 273 / DOCST 274 / POLSCI 273 / VMS 273
The Middle East Through Film
AMES 320S / DOCST 321S
Refugee Lives: Violence, Culture, and Identity
AMES 302S / AMI 308S
Hashtags Memes, Digital Tribes
AMI 290S.03 / GSF 290S.01 / SXL 290S.01
Sex on Screen
AMI 290S.04 / LIT 390S.02
Algorithm and Ideology
ARTHIST 334 / CLST 354 / VMS 334
Roman Spectacle
CULANTH 290S.02 / ENGLISH 290S.02 / ENVIRON 290S.02 / LIT 290S.03
Acting Environmentally
DANCE 290.02 / DOCST 290.01 / GSF 290.06 / LIT 290.01 / PUBPOL 290.04 / THEATERST 290-4.01
Stories for Social Change
DOCSST 224S / EDUC 244S / VMS 207S
Children's Self Expression: Literacy Through Photography
ETHICS 259 / PJMS 317 / PUBPOL 317
News as Moral Battleground
EDUC 259S / WRITING 259S
Student Activism, Storytelling, and Community Change

ENGLISH 281 / LIT 281 / RELIGION 281
American Apocalypse: Beat Generation Spirituality

ENGLISH 290S.03 / GLHLTH 290S.01 / LIT 290S-1.01 / THEATERST 390S-4.01 / VMS 290S.03
Medical Stories on Stage

ETHICS 320S / ENGLISH 319S
Narrative and Moral Crisis

ENGLISH 337 / MEDREN 332 / THEATRST 337
Shakespeare After 1600

ENGLISH 390-7.04
Doctors' Stories

ENGLISH 490S-10.01
Trivial Pursuits

GERMAN 261S / MEDREN 205S
The Vikings and Their Literature

GREEK 322S
Greek Drama

GSF 401 / LIT 430 / PUBPOL 315
Gender and the Law

HISTORY 244 / RELIGION 261
Medieval Christianity in Film and Fiction

LATIN 304S
History and Biography

MUSIC 144
Meet the Beatles and the 1960s

RELIGION 350S
Non-Canonical Gospels

THEATERST 89S.02 / RUSSIAN 89S.01
History in the Making

Ethics of Contemporary Issues

Social Movements and Social Media

AAAS 343 / CULANTH 342 / LATAMER 343/ SOCIOL 343
Displacements: Migration and Human Trafficking

AEROSCI 302S
Air Force Leadership and Management
ARTS&SCI 205S / ETHICS 205S / WRITING 205S
Composing Oneself: Stress, Identity, and Wellness
BIOLOGY 431S / EVANTH 431S
Human Embryology: Reproductive Biology in the 21st Century
COMPSCI 92L / ISS 101L
Technical and Social Analysis on Information and the Internet
CULANTH 302
Fieldwork Methods: Cultural Analysis and Interpretation
The University as a Culture: A Survivor's Guide
ECON 247S / THEATRST 310S / VMS 329S
Non-Profit Cultural Institutions
EDUC 240 / PSY 240
Educational Psychology
EDUC 420
Elementary Education: Internship
EDUC 420 - 1
Elementary Education: Internship
EDUC 496S
Secondary School Issues: Pedagogy, Culture, and Methods
EDUC 497S
Seminar in Secondary School Teaching
ENVIRON 214S
Ethical Challenges in Environmental Conservation
ENVIRON 282A
Environmental Science and Policy of the Tropics
ENVIRON 350S / PUBPOL 250S
Marine Science and Conservation Leadership
ETHICS 280 / ICS 280 / SOCIOL 340
Taboo Markets
ETHICS 288S / GLHLTH 248S
Ethical Dimensions of Environmental Policy
EVANTH 359S
Primate Conservation
GLHLTH 306 / PUBPOL 324
Global Health Policy: Transforming Evidence into Action
GLHLTH 373
Global Health Research & Ethics
HUMANDEV 450S
Capstone Seminar in Human Development
I&E 261 / PUBPOL 256
Social Innovation
KOREAN 455S
Korean Politics and Society: Academic Reading and Writing
MILITSCI 102SL
Adaptive Leadership
MILITSCI 202SL
Leadership Development and Teambuilding
MILITSCI 302SL
Applied Leadership
MILITSCI 402SL
Organizational Command and Control
NEUROSCI 499 / PSY 499
Current Research in Neuroscience
PJMS 361S / PUBPOL 361S
Algorithms, Journalism and the Public Interest
PSY 355S
Moral Development
PUBPOL 265
Enterprising Leadership
PUBPOL 298
Authentic Leadership in Private, Public, and Not-for-Profit Organizations
SOCSCI 498S
Science & Society Capstone
SOCIOL 110D
Sociological Inquiry
SOCIOL 250
Medical Sociology
STA 470S
Introduction to Statistical Consulting
SOCIOL 263
Aging and Health